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Macro and macro software automate repetitive computer tasks.n Macro Expert is a full-featured automation software package
that provides many ways to record. The Macro program can perform operations directly on the computer circuit board, as well
as many other editing operations such as cut, delete, rotate and copy, which allows you to complete a full cycle of work with

small sizes. The following programs are provided: â€¢ Macros MARK - for macro photography and macro shots. Macromedia
Flash Professional 6.0 (56.00) is a Microsoft Excel application that provides a powerful macro tool with excellent graphics,
which is designed for creating, editing and processing macros. The application has support for the user to create their own

macros and macros called from other applications. â€‹ Lesson 163 Author: Vladimir Zlenko Published on August 02, 2012
Often, over the long life of a computer user, a huge amount of text is accumulated, interspersed with drawings, photographs,

diagrams, tables. These documents often look very chaotic, but they are conveniently stored in a database. The compact
clipboard, which we will talk about today, is becoming one of the most necessary elements of any modern operating system.
What is a buffer? Buffer (from the English buffer - "empty") - an area on a computer's hard disk that contains text, pictures,

links and other information. Consider the most common question on this site: "What is a fast-typed text string?" To do this, you
need to slightly expand your understanding of the word "short" and find out what it is. Here is the answer: "Brief" is information
necessary for quick and easy processing of information, for example, contained in the body text of a document. Usually it does
not contain nested and multiple links, but contains several lines highlighted in different colors and different from each other.

We see that short textual information refers to easily processed information and its value is small, so it is called fast. Usually, we
type short texts in Word or MS Word. Fast typing text information is also called back buffer. And now about what a back buffer

is. Back buffer, (from arr
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